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Introduction
The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has altered how we socially interact, collaborate, and share ideas with our clinical and academic colleagues. We describe our Pediatric Percolator, as a weekly virtual event where members of our department (and beyond) come together to connect, socialize, and exchange knowledge. The rapid adoption of remote work led to early compromises with academic community engagement.1 This shift to remote work has been stressful for academic health professionals providing virtual teaching, patient care, and service.2 Innovation is required to build virtual academic communities, with the aim of continuing to improve education, care for patients, and enhance research.3 4

In 2020 our grand rounds transitioned to an online webinar format. Colleagues started attending synchronously but were not able to connect with each other. We wanted to create a space where accidental connections could lead to good ideas, "Serendipity needs unlikely collisions and discoveries... The challenge, of course, is how to create environments that foster these serendipitous connections."3(p.109) A possible solution was based on a comment made by department member, "we linger after grand rounds, sipping the coffee provided by the Department, chatting and inquiring how others were doing. It is often the only time in the week we meet Department members who are in other/different divisions. This is part of community building." Pediatric Percolator was born - a virtual meeting held immediately after grand rounds with weekly email invitations to the department and links for attendees in the chat box during grand rounds. The purpose of our work is to generate productive partnerships with other institutions. We would like to continue offering colleagues from across the street and across the world an invitation to join us!

Objectives
This study will explore the newly established Pediatric Percolator by asking the following question: what is the impact of the Percolator on our department’s culture and collaborations?

Preliminary observations
The Percolator is scheduled for 30 minutes and may run up to an hour depending on the conversation. The 30 minutes to an hour may seem short, but there are still rich discussions and sometimes the topics flow to the next week (or continue via email or subsequent face to face meetings). The academic department chair and senior departmental leaders host faculty, staff, retired colleagues, clinical trainees, graduate students, and the grand rounds speaker. The senior leadership acts as facilitators and ensures that everyone is introduced and that they have a chance to speak and ask questions. The virtual format allowed colleagues to join from our department and beyond: from the University of Calgary, McGill University, and from Australia, Ecuador, Switzerland, and Uganda. Attendance varies from 8-30 people, with approximately 12-15 regular attendees. Many discussions are catalyzed by
the topic or discussions of the grand round with the speaker. There are no preplanned topics for discussion, and the themes discussed include wellness, innovations in medical education, research collaborations, innovations in patient care, mental health initiatives, and COVID experiences. While there is no fixed agenda, the topics that have flowed in the past usually revolve around the grand rounds topic (and the grand rounds presenters often attend which drives the conversation around the grand rounds topic). There is frequent follow-up via email sharing information and ideas inspired by the sessions. Colleagues anecdotally report that the Percolator has played a role in increasing their engagement. We have observed participants demonstrating more of an effort to keep up to date on one another’s projects than before the Percolator was initiated. Preliminary observations inspired us to explore this study in-depth.

Methodology and study design
We will use virtual ethnography to explore the impact of the newly established Pediatric Percolator on our department’s collaborative culture. Virtual ethnography was chosen because it enabled a rich description of the phenomenon being studied in a virtual setting. Methodologically, it is recommended that ethnographers must get familiar with their study setting before the actual ethnographic data collection. The rationale is that we cannot build relationships over a short time and assume that people will be comfortable with being observed without this preliminary field exploration. Similarly for our study, thus far, we have been focusing on relationship building and getting to know the virtual setting as this will help us develop interview guide questions and prepare us for recruitment and data collection.

Participants will be invited to participate in individual phone interviews and online observations. Ten interviews of 30–60 minutes long will be conducted. In addition, approximately 30 hours of virtual field observations (on the zoom platform) will be conducted over 6 months. The field observations will range from half an hour to approximately one hour. We will attend the Percolator sessions as active observers, interacting with the participants. We will observe interactions during the session, types of discussions, and participants’ reactions and expressions. The duration of data collection will depend on the richness of the data and data saturation. Data saturation is central prior to data analysis as it ensures that we have not missed any important information from the study participants. All interviews and virtual field observations will be recorded and will be transcribed verbatim. Thematic analysis will be conducted. A colleague in our department has peer reviewed and approved the potential study. Findings from this study have the potential to create collaboration and a community of scholars globally and internationally.

Summary
The Percolator was an initiative born out of necessity that has blossomed into a serendipitous venue where academic health colleagues, who would not likely have connected outside of this virtual meeting space, connect. Regardless of the restrictions being lifted, the Percolator is a virtual space that will remain and will bring us together from different locations. Our department members preferred and appreciated the Percolator for its flexibility, easy access, and ease of connection. This will be one of the legacies of the COVID pandemic moving forward for our department. The Percolator started as an effort to increase engagement and our initial observations have shown that it has become a space for creating new research ideas and building community. We believe the format is easily translatable to other departments and that it can be used after we transition out of the pandemic to promote engagement and serendipitous connections. We are excited to see what themes will be generated from our virtual ethnographic study.
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